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This paper presents an adaptive binary tree (ABT) to reduce the test computational complexity of
multiclass support vector machine (SVM). It achieves a fast classification by: (1) reducing the number of
binary SVMs for one classification by using separating planes of some binary SVMs to discriminate other
binary problems; (2) selecting the binary SVMs with the fewest average number of support vectors
class. Compared with five well-known methods, experiments on many benchmark data sets
demonstrate our method can speed up the test phase while remain the high accuracy of SVMs.
& 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Support vector machines (SVMs) have been found to be very
efficient to solve the classification problems, such as hand-written
character recognition [1,2], image classification [3,4], and hyper-
spectral classification [5,6]. The high generalization ability of
SVMs is ensured by special properties of the optimal hyperplane
that maximizes the distance between the closest training samples
of each class and the separating hyperplane.
SVMs were originally designed for binary classification. There
are two types of strategies to solve the multiclass SVM problem.
One, called single machine approach, is by directly considering all
data in one optimization formulation [7,8], while the other is by
constructing and combining several binary classifiers. The latter
type mainly consists of one-against-all (OAA) [9], one-against-one
(OAO) [10,11], all-and-one (A&O) [12], direct acyclic graph SVM
(DAGSVM) [13], the hierarchical tree-based methods [14,15] and
error correcting output codes (ECOC) methods [16,17].
The single machine approach is not practical to many
applications, for it generates a large optimization problem, which
leads to time-consuming training [14]. Hsu and Lin [18] suggested
that OAO and DAGSVM may be more suitable for practical use
after comparing the single machine approaches with OAA, OAO
and DAGSVM. Rifkin and Klautau [19] did a lot of carefully
controlled experimental work and proposed that a simple schemell rights reserved.
: +86 7314575791.
J. Chen),
cn (R. Wang).such as OAA (or OAO) is preferable to a more complex ECOC
methods or single machine scheme.
Among the suggested methods, OAA and OAO are the two most
common methods. The discrimination of OAA between an
information class and all others often leads to the estimation of
complex discriminant functions [5]. OAO decomposes the original
problem into a set of small problems of two information classes.
However, N(N1)/2 binary SVMs are needed for one classification,
which may result in slow classification, especially when N is very
large. Recently, A&O was proposed to improve the classification
accuracy of OAA and eliminate the wrong votes of OAO [12], but it
needs N binary SVMs of OAA and one binary SVM of OAO for one
classification, which costs more test time than OAA.
To reduce the test computational complexity, DAGSVM [13]
and binary tree of SVM (BTS) [14] were proposed. DAGSVM only
needs N1 binary SVMs of OAO, while BTS needs log4=3ððN þ 3Þ=4Þ
binary SVMs of OAO on average for one classification. Accordingly,
both methods can achieve a much faster classification than OAO.
BTS can have fewer binary SVMs for one classification than
DAGSVM. However, it cannot always assure a faster classification
than DAGSVM since the selected binary SVMs for classification
may involve a much larger number of SVs, which will result in a
relatively slower classification procedure, since the computational
complexity of a binary test is proportional to the number of SVs.
In this paper, we propose a new strategy, called adaptive binary
tree (ABT), for fast SVM multiclass classification. It focuses on
reducing the number of SVs for one classification rather than
reducing the number of binary SVMs. It can be faster than OAO,
OAA, A&O, DAGSVM, and BTS in terms of test time, while the
differences in the accuracy of all methods are very small. The tree
selects the binary SVMs with the fewest average number of SVs
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proposed to denote the computational complexity to exclude one
class. It also uses the separating planes of some binary SVMs to
discriminant other binary problems according to the study of BTS
[14], although the binary SVMs are trained for these problems. In
the test phase, when an unlabeled sample reaches the leaf node,
the final decision will be made (by excluding N1 less similar
classes). Experiments on many large multiclass data sets demon-
strate that the proposed method can outperform OAO, OAA, A&O,
DAGSVM, and BTS in terms of test time, while average classifica-
tion accuracy of ABT is only 0.05% below the best result of all other
methods.
Next section briefly introduces the background of multiclass
SVM strategies. Section 3 presents the proposed method.
Classification experiments on seven benchmark data sets are
performed in Section 4.2. Multiclass SVM background
This section first introduces five well-known multiclass
strategies including OAA, OAO, A&O, DAGSVM, and BTS. Then,
test computational complexity is also analyzed. For more details
of SVMs, the reader is referred to [7,20].
2.1. Multiclass strategies
Generally speaking, the five methods differ each in the
definitions of the binary SVMs and the combining strategy of
the binary SVMs. Let O ¼ foigNi¼1 be the set of N information
classes associated with the data set. The object of multiclass
classification is to assign an input sample to one of the classes.(1) OAA [9] represents the earliest and most common multiclass
approach used for SVMs. Each class is trained against the
remaining N1 classes that have been collected together. The
‘‘winner-takes-all’’ rule is used for the final decision, where
the winning class is the one corresponding to the SVM with
the highest output (discriminant function value). For one
classification, N binary tests are needed.(2) OAO [10,11] needs to train N(N1)/2 binary SVMs, where each
one is trained on data from two information classes. When
testing, for each information class oi, score will be computed





and oj. Then, the unlabeled sample x will be associated
with the class with the largest score. For one classification,
N(N1)/2 binary tests are needed.(3) A&O [12] combines OAA and OAO to improve the results of
both methods. It trains N(N+1)/2 binary SVMs, including
N(N1)/2 binary SVMs of OAO and N binary SVMs of OAA. In
the test phase, unlabeled sample is classified in the OAA
framework and two classes whose corresponding SVMs have
the two highest values are obtained. At last, the binary SVM
trained for the two classes is used to get the final result. For
one classification, N+1 binary tests are needed.(4) DAGSVM [13] has the same training phase with OAO.
However, in the test phase, it uses a rooted binary directed
acyclic graph (consisting of N(N1)/2 internal nodes and N
leaves) to combine these binary SVMs. Each internal node is a
binary SVM. When an unlabeled sample reaches the leaf node,
the final decision will be made. DAGSVM can be seen as a tree-based version of OAO method, which excludes one class at
each layer. For one classification, it only needs N1 binary
tests.(5) BTS [14] generates a binary tree to combine the binary SVMs
of OAO. It decreases the number of binary classifiers for both
training and test. It only needs to train N1 binary SVMs in
the best situation and needs log4=3ððN þ 3Þ=4Þ binary tests on
average for one classification.Instead of grouping different classes together to train a global
classifier, BTS selects two classes for training in every internal
node. After the selection of binary SVM for current internal node, a
clustering process is done according to the output of the selected
SVM. To get a better result, the probabilistic output is employed to
reassign the samples of the other classes which have been
assigned to one of the node classes. The reasonability of a sample
xi in node k belonging to sub-node 0 or 1 is
DPkðxiÞ ¼ Pðy ¼ 1jf kðxiÞÞ  0:5 (2)
where Pðy ¼ 1jf ðxÞÞ is the posterior probability. It can be
computed by
Pðy ¼ 1jf ðxÞÞ ¼ 1=ð1þ expðf ðxÞÞÞ (3)
If data points of a certain class in node k have been assigned to
child node 0 (child node 1) wholly, but these data pints will be
assigned to child node 1 (child node 0) if some of their
reasonability values
jDPkðxiÞjod (4)
In general, a bigger d leads to a higher accuracy, while the training
time and the test time will increase.
2.2. Computational complexity
Efficiency of the multiclass methods can be verified in terms of
generalization capability and computational complexity. A trade-
off is often made to obtain an efficient solution for practical
problems. Since the differences in accuracy are very small in a lot
of experiments [18,19], only the test computational complexity of
multiclass SVM method is analyzed in the following.
Both the computational complexity of a binary test and the
number of binary SVMs can affect the computational complexity
for multiclass problems. Computational complexity of a binary
test is OðnSV Þ. However, one training data may be a support vector
in different binary classifiers. Accordingly, the final test complex-
ity is OðnuSV Þ, where n
u
SV is the number of unique SVs for one
classification. It is worth noting that different inputs may have
different test complexity, since different sets of binary SVMs may
be used for different tests in some methods, such as A&O,
DAGSVM, and BTS.3. Adaptive binary tree
To achieve a fast classification, DAGSVM and BTS reduce the
number of binary SVMs for one classification. Interestingly, as
analyzed in Section 2.2, the number of SVs also affects the
computational complexity. Although BTS can have fewer binary
SVMs for one classification than DAGSVM, it cannot always assure
a faster classification than DAGSVM. For example, if some binary
SVMs have a larger number of SVs, nlSV , and other binary SVMs
have a smaller number of SVs, nsSV . Let us assume that binary SVMs
with larger number of SVs are selected by BTS and binary SVMs
with smaller number of SVs are selected by DAGSVM. When
nlSV ¼ 3n
s













Fig. 1. The numbers of SVs of OAO binary SVMs for problem 92AV3C.
Fig. 2. The tree generated for a seven-class problem.
Fig. 3. Separating hyperplane trained for class 1 and 2 can also be used to separate
class 2 and 3.
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binary SVMs is required by DAGSVM.
In practical applications, the number of SVs varies a lot from
each other among the binary SVMs of OAO. Take 92AV3C problem
[21] for example (an 11-class hyperspectral data set used in
Section 4), from Fig. 1, we can see the largest number of SVs is
much larger (about 32 times) than the smallest number of SVs.
Based on such analysis, we develop a fast multiclass strategy of
SVMs, called adaptive binary tree (ABT). It is also a tree-based
version of OAO method, which reduces the number of SVs for one
classification rather than the number of binary SVMs. Each
internal node of the tree adopts the binary SVM with the fewest
average number of SVs to exclude the less similar classes.
Although all binary SVMs are trained for two information classes,
the selected binary SVMs can exclude more than one class as long
as the excluded classes satisfy certain conditions according to BTS
[14]. When reaching the leaf node (by excluding N1 classes), an
unlabeled sample is assigned to the class.
3.1. Building the ABT
The basic strategy of ABT is to select the binary SVM with the
fewest average number of SVs for each internal node. The average
number of SVs is used to reflect the computational complexity of
excluding one class, since some binary SVMs can exclude more
than one class. It is worth noting that for different nodes the
average number of SVs of the same binary SVM may be different.
That is because different nodes involve different class sets. ABT
can be built in the following seven steps:(1) Train N(N1)/2 binary SVMs of OAO. Each binary SVM is
trained for two information classes.(2) Use the separating plane of each binary SVM to separate all
other classes not trained for this binary SVM by the method
depicted in Section 3.2, and record the information.(3) The top of the tree includes all information classes.
(4) For all candidate binary SVMs of current node, compute the
average number of SVs using (5).
(5) Select the binary SVM with the fewest average number of SVs
for current node.
(6) Divide current node into two sub-nodes.
(7) Repeat steps 4 to 6 until reaching the leaf nodes.An example for a seven-class problem is shown in Fig. 2. For
simplicity, node (3, 5) is not expanded. The elliptic nodes
represent internal nodes and the square nodes are leaf nodes,
where (U{UUU},U) means that the classes in {UUU} are all assigned to
the side of first class of the pair (U,U). For example, (3{1257},6)
means the binary SVM is trained for classes o3 and o6, whileclasses o1, o2, o5, and o7 have been assigned to the side of class
o3. In other words, in the test phase, if o3 is excluded according to
the output of the binary SVM, then classes o1, o2, o5, and o7 will
be excluded too.
3.2. Binary SVMs of ABT
According to the BTS [14], separating planes trained for two-
class problems can be used to separate other two-class problems.
See Fig. 3 as an example, the separating plane is trained for classes
o1 and o2. That is, for class o1, sgnðf ðxÞÞ ¼ 1, while for class o2,
sgnðf ðxÞÞ ¼ 1. From Fig. 3, we can see that the samples of class o3
satisfy that sgnðf ðxÞÞ ¼ 1 too. Thus, the separating plane also
separates class o3 from class o2. In the test phase, when an input
sample x satisfies that sgnðf ðxÞÞ ¼ 1, then x does not likely belong
to classes o1 and o3.
Different from BTS which tries to reduce the number of binary
SVMs by the largest degree, ABT tries to obtain the classification
result with the fewest average number of SVs. As a result, we
should train all binary SVMs to separate as many classes as
possible and record the information about the classes at each side
of separating plane.
For each binary SVM, assign the training samples of all other
classes to the two sides of the binary SVM according to the output
of binary SVM, sgnðf ðxÞÞ. The two sides of a binary SVM are
denoted as side 1 and side 1. If the outputs of all samples of a
certain class are 1 (or 1) and the reasonability outputs in (2) are
all above d, then the class is assigned to the side 1 (or side 1).
Otherwise, the class is not assigned to any side and cannot be
excluded by this binary SVM.
3.3. Average number of SVs
Since some binary SVMs can be used to exclude more than one


















Fig. 4. The average numbers of SVs of OAO binary SVMs for problem 92AV3C.
Table 1
Summary of data sets.
Problem ]Class ]Training data ]Test data ]Feature
92AV3C 11 4894 4897 202
Satimage 6 4435 2000 36
Letter 26 15 000 5000 16
Shuttle 7 43 500 14 500 9
Optdigits 10 3823 1797 64
Pendigits 10 7494 3498 16
MNIST 10 60 000 10 000 49
Table 2
Parameters C and g for training of different problems.
Problem OAO OAA
C g C g
92AV3C 25 24 25 23
Satimage 24 20 22 21
Letter 24 22 24 22
Shuttle 211 23 29 24
Optdigits 25 23 25 24
Pendigits 25 25 25 26
MNIST 26 25 26 25
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subsection, we introduce the average number of SVs, which can be
used to reflect the computational complexity of binary SVMs to
exclude one class. The average number of SVs SVij can be
computed using the following:
SVij ¼ ðSVij=Ni þ SVij=NjÞ=2 (5)
where SVij is the number of SVs of the binary SVMs trained for
classes oi and oj. Ni and Nj are the number of classes within the
two sides of classes oi and oj, respectively.
When a binary SVM cannot exclude more than one class (both
Ni and Nj are equal to 1), the average number of SVs is equal to the
original number of SV. The average numbers of SVs of OAO binary
SVMs for problem 92AV3C [21] are shown in Fig. 4, where we can
find the average numbers of SVs of certain binary SVMs are
smaller than the number of SVs of the binary SVM by comparing
with Fig. 1. That is because these binary SVMs can be used to
exclude more than one class.
After estimating the average number of SVs of each binary
SVM, we can select the binary SVM with the fewest average
number of SVs. However, when current internal node is divided
into the next layer, some classes will not be within current nodes.
Accordingly, the number of classes at both sides of the separating
plane of each binary SVM should be updated. If, in a binary SVM,
the number of classes of one side becomes zero, the binary SVM
should not be selected in the next layers.4. Experimental results
In this section, we present experimental results on seven large
multiclass datasets, which are summarized in Table 1. 92AV3C
[21] is a hyperspectral image data well-known in the literature
[5,6,22]. Satimage, letter, and shuttle are chosen from the Statlog
collection [23]. Optdigits and pendigits are from the UCI
Repository of machine learning databases [24]. MNIST [25] is an
important benchmark for handwritten digit recognition.
For hyperspectral dataset 92AV3C, water absorption bands,
104–108 and 150–162, were removed, leaving 202 bands for
analysis. Eleven classes: corn, corn-min, corn-notill, grass/pasture,
grass/trees, hay-windrowed, soybean-clean, ‘‘soybean-min, soy-
bean-notill, woods, and wheat were selected. Crops grown under
the three different tillage practices, no-till, minimum-till and
clean till practices result in, respectively, a substantial amount, a
moderate amount, or almost no residue from last season’s crops
being present on the surface. There are totally 9791 data points.
All available samples are randomly divided into two equal sets:
the training set and the test set.For the MNIST dataset, we use the same feature vectors of 49
dimensions calculated from 77 grids superimposed on each
image, the same as in the reference [26]. Each element in the
feature vector is the average grayscale value within one grid.
All training data are scaled to [1, 1], and the test data are
adjusted to [1, 1] accordingly. LIBSVM [27] with RBF kernel was
used. Parameters C and g were selected according to cross-
validation. Parameters settings are shown in Table 2. We only list
the parameters for two kinds of binary SVMs (i.e. OAA and OAO),
since other methods only differ in combining strategies. In other
words, DAGSVM, BTS, ABT share the same parameters C and g with
OAO, while A&O shares both the parameters C and g of OAO and
OAA. All the experiments were done on a Pentium D CPU 2.80 GHz
with 1 GB RAM.
First, we set the parameters d to be 0. The detailed results are
shown in Tables 3, 4, and 5. Table 3 shows the test time of these
methods and the number of unique SVs for one classification,
while Table 4 shows the overall classification accuracy of different
methods. Table 5 shows the binary SVMs used for one
classification by different methods.
From Table 3, we can see ABT can achieve the fastest
classification among the six methods. It saves 30.6%, 6.3%, 11.2%,
52.4%, 12.5%, 33.3%, and 18.7% test time over the best results
achieved by previous five methods for different problems,
respectively. Moreover, we can see that the test time is propor-
tional to the number of unique SVs as analyzed in Section 2.2.
Note that the number of unique SVs may be not integers for
methods A&O, DAGSVM, BTS, and ABT. This is because they are the
average of all test samples and different test samples may involve
different binary SVMs.
In most cases, OAO needs less time than OAA, although OAO
needs N(N1)/2 binary SVMs and OAA needs N binary SVMs. That
is because the binary SVMs of OAO is trained for two information
classes and involves much fewer SVs. Besides, a number of binary
SVMs of OAO share the same SVs, which also reduces the
computational complexity. Similarly, taking problem 92AV3C for
example, DAGSVM can be faster than BTS, although it needs more
binary SVMs for one classification than BTS. That is because the
binary SVMs adopted by BTS may involve a larger number of SVs.
ARTICLE IN PRESS
Table 3
Computational complexity of test phase.
Problem OAO OAA A&O DAGSVM BTS ABT
]SV Time ]SV Time ]SV Time ]SV Time ]SV Time ]SV Time
92AV3C 2209 36.3 2619 38.0 2771.5 40.3 984.0 14.4 1128.1 16.3 678.5 10.0
Satimage 1611 3.2 2169 4.1 2440.9 4.6 909.6 1.6 995.0 1.8 902.5 1.5
Letter 8922 63.0 10 131 53.49 10 551.9 49.91 5668.1 18.7 5532.0 17.9 4925.2 15.9
Shuttle 291 14.5 345 19.4 388.3 20.1 210.0 10.3 210.8 10.3 138.2 4.9
Optdigits 1527 4.6 1260 3.2 1467.7 4.3 1084.2 2.4 1073.9 2.4 1002.0 2.1
Pendigits 655 2.6 1324 3.9 1360.1 4.0 210.3 0.7 205.7 0.6 138.1 0.4
MNIST 7748 101.4 11116 145.2 11524.9 152.9 2077.6 25.1 2694.1 31.3 1611.8 20.4
Table 4
Overall accuracy (%) of different methods.
Problem OAO OAA A&O DAGSVM BTS ABT
92AV3C 92.61 92.16 92.61 92.51 92.57 92.53
Satimage 91.3 91.7 91.15 91.3 91.25 91.35
Letter 97.96 97.88 98.00 98.00 98.00 97.96
Shuttle 99.92 99.91 99.91 99.92 99.92 99.92
Optdigits 98.44 98.55 98.44 98.44 98.44 98.33
Pendigits 98.26 97.40 98.06 98.11 98.11 98.11
MNIST 97.09 97.12 97.04 97.01 97.02 97.02
Average 96.51 96.39 96.46 96.47 96.47 96.46
Table 5
The number of binary SVMs for one classification.
Problem OAO OAA A&O DAGSVM BTS ABT
92AV3C 55 11 12 10 8.7 8.9
Satimage 15 6 7 5 5 5
Letter 325 26 27 25 23.6 21.0
Shuttle 21 7 8 6 5.6 5.6
Optdigits 45 10 11 9 8.2 7.4
Pendigits 45 10 11 9 7.7 8.4
MNIST 45 10 11 9 9 9
Table 6
Performance of both overall accuracy (%) and test time with different parameters d.
Problem d ¼ 0% d ¼ 1.5% d ¼ 3% d ¼ 4.5% d ¼ 6%
OA Time OA Time OA Time OA Time OA Time
92AV3C 92.53 10.0 92.51 10.0 92.51 10.1 92.51 10.0 92.51 10.0
Satimage 91.35 1.5 91.35 1.5 91.35 1.5 91.35 1.5 91.35 1.5
Letter 97.96 15.9 97.98 16.9 98.00 17.4 97.98 17.9 98.00 18.2
Shuttle 99.92 4.9 99.92 4.9 99.92 5.0 99.92 5.0 99.92 5.2
Optdigits 98.33 2.1 98.44 2.2 98.39 2.2 98.44 2.3 98.44 2.3
Pendigits 98.11 0.4 98.11 0.4 98.11 0.4 98.11 0.4 98.11 0.4
MNIST 97.02 20.4 97.02 20.4 97.02 20.4 97.02 20.4 97.02 20.4
J. Chen et al. / Neurocomputing 72 (2009) 3370–33753374From Table 4, we can see that there is very little difference
between the six methods in terms of overall classification
accuracy. In general, OAO achieved the best accuracy, and three
tree based version of OAO methods, ABT, DAGSVM and BTS, may
achieve slightly less accuracy than OAO. On average, classification
accuracy of ABT is only 0.05% below that of OAO, the highest
average accuracy of all previous methods.
From Table 5, we can see that in most cases BTS reduces the
number of binary SVMs for one classification. However, the
number of binary SVMs used for classification is not so efficient toreflect the test time, since the test time is proportional to the
average number of unique SVs. It is worth noting that both ABT
and BTS need the same binary SVMs for one classification as
DAGSVM for the problems satimage and MNIST. That is because
all the binary SVMs of ABT and BTS can only exclude one class.
To assess the influence of parameter d for ABT, we varied it
from 0 to 6%. The results are shown in Table 6, from which we can
see that Different parameters d do not yield significant changes in
performance of both accuracy and test time. However, in general,
a larger d might increase the test time a little. When the
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more. That is mainly because under such circumstance each
binary SVM can exclude only one class.5. Conclusions
This paper presents a new method, called ABT, to obtain a fast
SVM multiclass classification. The tree can be built easily, where
each internal node select a binary SVM with the fewest average
number of SVs. The average number of support vectors is
proposed to denote the computational complexity to exclude
one class. Moreover, the separating planes of some binary SVMs
can be used to exclude other classes which are not trained in such
binary SVMs. Accordingly, the method would show better
advantage when the datasets are more unbalanced. For a N-class
problem, ABT needs to train N(N1)/2 binary SVMs, while it only
needs at most N1 binary SVMs for one classification.
Experimental results on many large multiclass datasets show
that the proposed is better than OAA, OAO, A&O, DAGSVM, and
BTS in terms of test time, while the differences in the accuracy of
all methods are very small. For different parameters d, there are
no significant changes in performance of both accuracy and test
time for ABT. In general, a smaller d can lead to a faster
classification. In the future, to achieve a much faster SVM
classification, we think that both SV reduction methods [28–30]
and feature selection algorithms [31] can be combined with the
proposed fast multiclass SVM method.Acknowledgments
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